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Why Third-Party Microsoft 365  
Backup is Critical 

Microsoft 365 is rapidly becoming the go-to productivity solution for 
many companies. More than 130 million active monthly commercial 
users rely on Microsoft 365, according to Microsoft. Meanwhile many 
of them still labor under a dangerous misconception that Microsoft 
provides full-fledged data protection for Microsoft 365.

The reality is that while Microsoft provides infrastructure resilience, 
data protection remains the customer’s responsibility. And without 
third-party backup, sensitive business data such as emails or 
shared files stored in Microsoft 365 are not protected from the most 
common or most serious data loss issues (e.g. accidental deletions, 
malware attacks). 

With Acronis Cyber Protect Cloud for Microsoft 365 you can regain 
control of your clients’ Microsoft 365 data, manage unnecessary 
expenses, and keep their business running with an easy-to-use, 
efficient, and secure cloud-to-cloud backup solution in place.

Acronis Cyber Protect Cloud for Microsoft 365 Lets 
You Work Worry-Free

Why Acronis Cyber Protect Cloud 
for Microsoft 365

Convenient agentless backup 

Enjoy simplified configuration and 
maintenance of the solution. With Acronis 
Cyber Protect Cloud for Microsoft 365, 
there’s no need to install an agent on the 
client’s premises. It’s already running in the 
secure Acronis Cloud Storage. 

Quick granular restore 

Recover your clients in seconds to avoid 
downtime and ensure their business 
continuity. Granularly back up and restore 
required pieces of data such as emails, 
files, sites, contacts, attachments, etc.

One solution for any workload 

Save on licensing, education, and integration. 
Acronis Cyber Protect Cloud is a scalable 
solution that protects 20+ platforms—physical, 
virtual, cloud, or mobile. Manage any kind of 
data protection task and protect any piece of 
your clients’ data.

Safeguard Microsoft 365 data 
from a wide range of threats

Ensure clients’ business 
continuity and meet shorter 
RTOs (recovery time objective)

Keep clients compliant with 
legal and regulatory  mandates

Access backed-up client 
Microsoft 365 data quickly with 
easy search capabilities

The most reliable and  
easy-to-use protection built for 
managed service providers

Protect
Microsoft 365  
with Acronis Cyber 
Protect Cloud
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Effortless Backup with Cloud Deployment

Key Features to Protect Your clients’ Microsoft 365 Data

Start quickly with no upfront costs and save on trainings and maintenance. With Acronis Cyber Protect Cloud you 
can back up client data from Microsoft data centers directly to highly secure Acronis data centers.

Intuitive user-interface

Administer the solution and perform backup tasks using 
a user-friendly, modern interface. Reduce costs and 
time spent learning the solution and implementing it.

Automatic protection for new Microsoft 365 items

Reduce headaches by streamlining backup 
management for Microsoft 365. New users, groups, 
and sites are automatically protected.

Quick backup search 

Find a file needed in seconds. Enhanced search for 
mailboxes allows you to search by email subject, 
recipient, sender, and date. In addition, you can search 
with word forms or partial information and can also 
search Teams, OneDrive for Business and SharePoint 
Online by site item and file name.

Powerful status monitoring 

Achieve higher levels of transparency and security 
thanks to advanced reporting capabilities and backup-
status monitoring, including widgets, notifications, and 
alerts for critical events.

MFA (Multi-Factor Authentication) support 

Add an additional layer of security, like authentication 
via a trusted device or fingerprint. Without MFA, 
your client’s password is the only verification method. 

Multi-level encryption 

Safeguard your clients’ data with additional security. 
At-source, enterprise-grade AES-256 encryption 
protects backups with irreversibly encrypted passwords.

Exchange Online  
Protect emails, attachments, 
contacts, tasks, group mailboxes, 
archive mailboxes, and calendars. 

OneDrive for Business 
Safeguard files and folders including 
all access permissions, if necessary. 

SharePoint Online 
Secure site collections, team sites, 
communication sites, and all access 
permissions settings.

Teams  
Protect Microsoft Teams data, 
including team’s name, member list, 
team channels and their content, team 
mailbox, meetings, and team sites.
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